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u something in it that seems to be a contradiction, that seems
to be wrong, I know the reason: it seems that way to me in my
ignorance!

Time after time he said I found something that seemed to

be a contradiction, something seemed to contradict another passage,

or seemed to contradict what we knew of ancient history, and on

further investigation I have always found the Bible is w right

and my first impression was wrong. So, he said, I can trust what

the Bible says; I am more and more convinced the more I study it.

And Dr. Wilson also said, The Bible contains the greatØ

teachings of salvation so cldarly that any z translation honestly

made can lead a man to salvation. Now that word "honestly made" is

a little hard to be sure just how it will apply. But I don't see how

anybody can say that this particular note is honestly made. I don't

see how anybody can.

I don't zkww ZXkˆ/t3I like to say these men are dishonest.

They are applying their belief; it is their impression that this
allacious ideas

is an old myth. This is an ancient compilation of ideas. They give

a beautiful Presentation of these crazy things people believed 2000

years ago. But to think that people 1000 years before that predicted

those s events accurately, we just can't believe that!

So in the OT they have made many changes which I cannot see

any possible reason for except that they had to get out of it every

bit of prediction, especially every Messianic prediction that they

possibly could.

I'd like to look with you at two or three of these this

morning. One of the mot outstanding refers to the 16th Psalm. We

find in Acts 2:25(where they quote what David said) that he quotes

from Ps. 16-- "For David said concerning Him, I saw the Lord always

before k me for his is on my right hand that I may not be moved."
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